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To dramatize things a little, let me start with the declaration that not only do
I strongly believe that the Ruthenian translations from Hebrew made in Kiev by
Jews in the second half of the fifteenth century are linked to the Novgorod�
Moscow heretics, but I also believe that the Muscovite Principality in the second
half of the fifteenth century may well have been on the brink of succumbing to
a Jewish conspiracy to proselytize Muscovy from the top, a plan orchestrated by
learned Jews from the Polish�Lithuanian Commonwealth with mystic inclina�
tions, with the perhaps unsuspecting collaboration of highly placed officials in the
court of Ivan III, and with the sovereign himself hesitant for a while and playing
his cards both ways.

The Judaizers 
The series of events that led to the uncovering and eventually to the eradication of
the heresy of the Judaizers in Novgorod and later in Moscow can be resumed as
follows (a lucid account can be found in, e.g., Fennell 1962:324ff.):

According to church sources, namely Archbishop Gennadii of Novgorod and
Iosif Sanin, abbot of Volokolamsk, the two main persecutors of the heretics, the
movement started in Novgorod in 1470, shortly before the annexation of
Novgorod the Great by Muscovy. In that year prince Mikhailo Olel’kovich of Kiev
visited Novgorod on the invitation of the pro�Lithuanian party, in company of sev�
eral nobles and merchants, among them the learned Jew Zacharia or Skhariia,
knowledgeable in matters of astrology, astronomy, necromancy, and magic. This
Zacharia succeeded in derailing several priests of the lower white clergy, some of
whom were later invited (surprisingly enough, by Ivan III himself)1 to come to

1 Ivan III himself apparently was sympathetic, for some time at least, to the heretical circle. Thus
Zimin (1982:218) says: Но особую опасность для ревнителей православия представляло то
обстоятельство, что покровительствовал московским вольнодумцам сам государь всея
Руси, а наследником престола был сын Елены Стефановны – Дмитрий). The indications
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the heresy, of its ideology, and especially regarding its affinity to Judaism, but, on
the contrary, an ongoing controversy surrounding these questions. The present
author by and large accepts the overall interpretation of the heresy given by
Thomas M. Seebohm in his masterly 1977 book Ratio und Charisma, a book
ignored for obvious reasons by Soviet historiography, but for less obvious reasons
by Western scholarship also.2 His interpretation is based on an extensive study of
all the published texts relevant to the heresy, and may be summed up as follows:

The heresy is an original Russian phenomenon, or a phenomenon sui generis,
for which only very partial analogies, and certainly no affiliatory influence, can be
traced in the West. It started in Novgorod as a reformatory movement within the
White Clergy, whose aim was to reform the Church from within. After its transfer
to Moscow, however, it became a Bildungsbewegung borne mainly by the newly
emerging class of the d’iachestvo (дьячество), the educated lay functionaries serv�
ing in the administration of the Muscovite state, whose interests were less toward
religious questions than to worldly�scientific literature. Their interest in religious
problems is, rather, of a political nature. However, the underlying ontological con�
cepts of the translated literature, echoed in the original literature of the heretics,
reflect a strict prophetic Monotheism incompatible with central concepts of
Christian dogma, such as Trinity, Incarnation and Resurrection. The sovereignty
assigned to reason, its being posited as the foundation for any religion, and the
legitimacy claimed for the search of truth at every available source, including the
pagan Hellene Aristotle, who is compared in this literature to a prophet, were jus�
tifiably seen by the Church as a threat to its monopoly on fixing a binding canon
of literature. Since the translated texts were of Jewish origin (and, we may add,
even the Moslem ones were disguised as Jewish) and displayed a pronounced
monotheistic conception (a conception, we may add, even more accentuated by
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Moscow, where two of them were appointed to churches in the Kremlin. There they
went on with their efforts to expand the movement, obtaining protection from
Fedor Kuritsyn, chief diplomat of Ivan III (heading the posol’skii prikaz), as well as
from the Moldavian princess Elena, wife of Ivan Ivanovich the Younger. Elena
(nicknamed Moldovanka or Voloshanka), Ivan III’s daughter�in�law, daughter of
Stefan the Great of Moldavia [1457–1504] and of Evdokiia, the daughter of Prince
Olel’ko Vladimirovich of Kiev, was the mother of Dmitrii, the young prince who in
1498, after his father’s death in 1490, was crowned with Monomakh’s cap and pro�
nounced in the presence of his grandfather Ivan III as the designated heir to the
throne of Russia. Thus his mother Elena also happens to be the direct cousin of the
aforementioned Mikhailo Olel’kovich of Kiev, as well as a cousin of the sovereign.

So this looks like a family affair, only it so happens that the family involved is
the first family of Muscovy, which is certainly no accident, since the conspirators
must have been aware of the example of the Christianization of Rus’ by St. Vladi�
mir, suggesting that in Russia there was no room for grass�roots revolutions, and
that religious changes had to come from the top. They may also have been aware
of the fact that not long before the conversion of Vladimir to Christianity, the con�
version of the Khazar ruler to Judaism resulted in the Judaization of his kingdom.

In 1487 Gennadii discovered the heresy in Novgorod and began persecuting
the heretics, though without strong backing from either the secular power, name�
ly Ivan III who had appointed him archbishop, or from the ecclesiastical authori�
ties in Moscow, certainly not from Metropolitan Zosima, appointed in 1490, who
was himself accused of secretly endorsing the heretics. In this period many pam�
phlets and polemic letters were written by Gennadii, especially regarding the
eagerly awaited end of the world in the year 7000 from the Creation, which accord�
ing to the Orthodox calendar corresponds to 1492 AD. When the end did not
occur, the heretics mocked their opponents by showing their calculations to have
been wrong, whereas the calendar used by the heretics, based on Jewish calcula�
tions, was right. After several delays the heretics were finally brought to trial and
punished severely. In 1502 Elena and her son Dmitrii were imprisoned, and by
1504 the heresy had been definitively crushed.

This chain of events relating to the years 1487–1504, repeated in practically all
the history books, does not entail agreement on the interpretation of the nature of
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of this patronage are: 1. It was Ivan himself who invited the two heretical Novgorod priests, Aleksei and
Denis, to Moscow, and had them appointed there to the Kremlin churches; 2. His protégé Fedor
Kuritsyn, head of the Moscow heretics, was never brought to trial; 3. The unusually formulated oath of
Ivan given in 1488 to his brother Andrei: Князь ж[ в[ликии клятся ему землеи и небом и богом
силным, творцом всея твари. Even Luria had to admit (1960:143) that this is an all but heretical for�
mula (клятвой странной, не находящей соответствия в других памятниках и едва ли не еретиче�
ской), especially if we compare it to the usual verbal formulations accompanying the kissing of the cross:
one renounces, in case of perjury, ‘God’s Grace, that of His most holy Mother, and that of the great
miracle workers’: н[ буд[т ми милости божи[и и пр[чистои [го матери и в[ликих чюдотворц[въ.).
For possible motives for this support see Döpmann 1967: 77–80.

2 I know of only one review of the book, written by M. Cazacu in the Revue des Études Slaves (1979),
which briefly describes but does not really discuss its contents and conclusions. In a few papers,
which I was able to trace after a prolonged effort following my own very belated discovery of the
book in 1999, the book is simply referred to in a footnote as a bibliographical item, without details.
1) Frank Kämpfer 1995, reviewing Cesare de Michelis 1993b, when criticizing the author for
ignoring the German language literature on the subject; 2) M.V. Dmitriev, in a 1997 paper on the
scholarly legacy of A. I. Klibanov; 3) N. P. Franz, in a 1996 paper on Kliment Smoliatich.
4) F. von Lilienfeld, whose 1963 book on Nil Sorskii had been critically reviewed by Seebohm
(1965), mentions Seebohm’s 1977 book in her 1978 paper as ‘forthcoming’, but does not refer to
it in any of her subsequent writings. The only author who does discuss and quote Seebohm’s book
was the German philosopher Wilhelm Goerdt (1984:159, 161, 330–334). Nevertheless the book
remained unknown to most Slavists, and is not discussed or even mentioned where it should have
been, e.g. in general reviews of translated literature in Rus’, e.g. I. Ševčenko 1981, F. J. Thomson
1999, or in studies devoted to specific texts discussed by Seebohm in his book, e.g. studies, on the
Laodicean Epistle by Ja. S. Lur’e 1982, Rainer Stichel 1991, Cesare de Michelis 1993a and b,
Moshe Taube 1995b and 1998. The most recent work mentioning Seebohm that came to my
attention after this paper was complete is the essay by Joel Raba in Russia Mediaevalis X, 1 (2000),
126–149: «Жидовствующие» ли? История задушевной мысли.
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(Плененie Иерусалима третее Титово), integrated into the second redaction of
the Hellenic and Roman Chronicler (text published by Tvorogov 1999, see also
Taube 1989). 

This first group, belonging to the very beginning of the fifteenth and possibly
even to the end of the fourteenth century consists of texts that show traces of
Ruthenian, as well as Novgorodian dialectal features which the translations pre�
sumably acquired as they underwent editorial treatment when integrated into
Russian compilations. In all probability the Book of Esther, a Jewish translation,
but one made from (Judeo�)Greek, not from Hebrew (see Altbauer and Taube
1984, Lunt and Taube 1994, 1998), belongs too to the first group, for it shares with
it some linguistic traits, especially in the lexicon. The circumstances that gave rise
to the translations of this first group, which precedes the emergence of the heresy,
are still not clear. There is evidence, however, that some known Muscovite
Judaizers showed interest in them, e.g., the scribe, annotator and editor Ivan
(Ivashko) Chernyi, who extensively glossed a 1489 copy of the Hellenic and Roman
Chronicler (AFED: 277–278).

II. The second group is traditionally called the “Literature of the Judaizers,” fol�
lowing Sobolevskii’s 1903 appellation, and it belongs to the second half of the fif�
teenth century. It includes:

1. Al�Ghazāl�’s Intentions of the Philosophers, namely the two first sections:
Logic (published by Neverov 1909) and Theology (excerpts published in
Sobolevskii 1903: 407–408);

2. Moses Maimonides’ Logical Vocabulary (excerpts published in Sobolevskii
1903:402–403). Items 1 and 2 combined constitute in Slavic the Logika; 

3. Johannes de Sacrobosco’s Book of the Sphere (Sobolevskii’s “Cosmo�
graphy,” 1903:409–413, see Taube 1995a);

4. Emmanuel Bar Yaakov Bonfils’ Six Wings (Sobolevskii 1903: 413–419,
Taube 1995a);

5. Pseudo�Aristotle’s Secret of Secrets (Sobolevskii 1903: 419–423, edited by
Speranskii 1908), in Slavic including the following interpolations:

Maimonides’ Treatise on Sexual Intercourse,
Maimonides’ On Poisons and their Antidotes (excerpt),
Maimonides’ Book of Asthma (chapter 13),
Rhazes’ chapter on “Physiognomy” from the second part of his book Al�
Mans.uri;

6. The Laodicean Epistle, and specifically its first part, the sorites, or cyclical ma�
xim on the soul in eight lines (AFED: 256–276) – a most influential text circulating
in Muscovy and related to Fedor Kuritsyn (see Taube 1995b, Taube 1998 [1994]);

7. The collection of nine Old Testament Hagiographa in the single sixteenth�
century Vilnius Codex (f.19 RKF 262 of the Academy Library, see Altbauer 1992),
which is clearly a copy of an earlier manuscript. The precise dating of the collec�
tion, however, is unclear.
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editorial modifications in the Slavic) which can easily and with good cause be
interpreted as antitrinitarian, the Russian Church had every reason to suspect the
heretics in “Judaizing”. The Church lacked the conceptual and institutional tools
to carry on a serious, matter�of�fact discussion with the heretics in order to elim�
inate or assimilate their ideas. It chose therefore the juridical way, accusing them
of being “Judaizing apostates,” in order to eradicate the heretics and with them
the heresy. This was done in two phases. At the 1490 Council the Novgorodian
reformatory clerics were decimated. It was only in 1503, after Ivan III was forced
to make a shift in his church policy, that the Muscovite d’iaks were in their turn
tried, although some of the “mighty,” in first place their leader Fedor Kuritsyn,
escaped persecution. 

Why then has this reasonable account not found its way into mainstream
Russian historiography? The reason is that in recent decades the thorniest ques�
tions of the cultural history of medieval Russia had been dominated by the late
Iakov Solomonovich Luria, the most prominent authority on the subject of the
Novgorod�Moscow heresy. Starting with his first publication on the subject in
1955 (AFED, with N. Kazakova) and until his last paper in 1996, Luria grew more
and more skeptical about the Jewish nature of the heresy (see my criticism of his
position in Taube 1995a, 1995b, 1997, and 1998). 

One of the consequences of Luria’s dominance of the field was the discour�
agement of scholars from investigating the “Literature of the Judaizers,” the cor�
pus of literature translated at precisely that time from the Hebrew into Ruthenian
in the Grand Duchy of Lithuania.

The Literature of the Judaizers
Translations from Hebrew in the East Slavic area began about 1400.3 The transla�
tions present two chronological groups:

I. The first group belongs to the first half of the fifteenth century, where we
encounter Hebrew works, mainly historical accounts, integrated into Russian
compilations such as the Explanatory Paleia and the East Slavic Chronicles called
“Chronographs.” These translations include:

1. The “Life of Moses” integrated into the Explanatory Paleia (see Taube
1993), including interpolations from midrashic sources on Joseph’s coffin, the
golden calf, and more.

2. Excerpts from the Josippon in the Academy Chronograph (see Taube 1992) on
Antioch IV Epiphanes and the Hasmonean revolt, on Zorovavel and King Darius,
and on Alexander the Great in Jerusalem. 

3. We also have a complete reworking of the last part of the Josippon, dealing
with the destruction of the temple, entitled Plenenie Ierusalima tretee Titovo
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3 For the controversy on this point see Lunt and Taube 1988, Alekseev 1993.
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Jews dictated their literal translation into a vernacular, heavily polonized Ruthenian,
presumably the only variety of Slavic they were familiar with. The dictating was done
by the learned Jew, versed in Hebrew medieval philosophy, but not in the Slavic lit�
erary or scientific tradition, to a Christian proficient in the writing traditions of
Ruthenian, perhaps belonging to the circle of people interested in this literature.
Unmistakable marks of such a method of translation are doublets, not just of single
words but of clauses, reflecting self�correction by the translator noted down by the
scribe in both wordings. This second variety of doublets is found only in the logical
section of Al�Ghazāl�’s Intentions, which did not undergo any further edition and
consequently any linguistic or textual corruption or correction. These are markedly
different from doublets consisting of single words, which usually result from glosses
that found their way from the margin into the text. In the text below, these doublets
of phrases are marked by square brackets around the repeated phrase.

A probative illustration for this method of translation comes from the expla�
nation of the difference between common name and proper name, with the exam�
ple being ‘eb �ed ha’el – the Hebrew equivalent of Arabic Abdullah, both as a prop�
er name and as designing ‘God’s servant’.
������ �� 	
	 �� ����� 	
 ��	� ��
 ,��� ��� ,���� �� ���� 
	� �� ���	 ��	�� (1.2.4 	
)

.�� ���	� 
(LA1.2.4) a koly r[™[̃mæ bohorabæ, a b¥lo b¥ to pro¡vywo, b¥lo b¥
osob^no[. ¡anж[ t¥ n[ m¥slyß\ t¥mæ. alѣ ß^to m¥slyß\ åko r[™[̃ß\,
·¡ovomo samost]g, yno b÷d[t̃ ¡a [ж[ t¥ n[ m¥slyß\, nyж̃ly åko b¥ [sy
r[kl̃æ‚, ysay dv^dæ.
(LA1.2.4) And when we say ‘God’s servant’ as a surname (that is Abdullah), then
it would be (considered) simple, since you do not intend by it but what you intend
by saying [properly speaking, it would be: since you do not intend but what you
would have, by saying] ‘Jesse,’ ‘David.’ 

This example is particularly revealing, since the Slavic scribe wrote down not
only the reformulation of the clause, but even the words ‘properly speaking,’ clear�
ly a sign that the scribe was unable to distinguish between the dictated text and the
translator’s aside, or metatext.

What can we learn from the translated texts about the ideology 
of the translators?
We can of course make deductions from the choice of texts considered worthy of
translating, as well as from details in the translations themselves, especially from pas�
sages that do not derive from the Hebrew version. We notice first that the corpus is
made up, beside the books of Scripture, of texts that can be characterized as scien�
tific or scholarly, but which are completely devoid of any specific theological doc�
trine favoring any known religion. They display the tendency, common to medieval
rationalists of all religions, to mobilize the tools of rationalism, in particular logic,
and especially syllogisms, for proving in terms common to all the existence of a cre�
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This second group4 consists of Ruthenian translations, most of which under�
went some degree of russification when copied and glossed in Muscovy.

Who were the translators?
There can be no doubt that the translators were Ruthenian Jews. There are numer�
ous indications in the philosophical and astronomical texts that demonstrate
knowledge of Jewish tradition, of Jewish interpretation of Scripture, etc. We will,
however, content ourselves here with one direct example from Chapter 13 of Mai�
monides’ “Logical Vocabulary”:

The Hebrew, like the Arabic original, has:
(LM13.6.4) And a name said of a particular and of a universal, is when a species is
referred to by (the name of) the genus, e.g., ‘Kokhab’ is the name of any star in the
heaven, as well as of a particular Planet (i.e. Mercury), or the name Hashish in
Arabic referring to any plant as well as to the yellow flower used for painting.

The Slavic, however, has a different example: 
(LM13.6.4) a ymœ r[™[no[ vo vs[m y [dyn[ to yж[ nar[™[sœ s÷w[stvo vsœ-
™[stvom. åko r[™[m Izrayl\ vsѣmæ namæ ymœ. y odnom÷ m[жy namy.
(LM13.6.4) And a name said of a particular and of a universal, is when a species is
referred to by (the name of) the genus, e.g., ‘Israel’ is the name of us all, as well as
of an individual among us.
This choice of example, which refers to ‘Israel’ in the first person plural, leaves no
doubt about who was dictating the text.

How were the translations carried out?
The texts were translated by learned Ruthenian Jews with an adequate knowledge
of Medieval Jewish philosophy, but with a less than adequate knowledge of the lit�
eral, massively calquing Hebrew language of the translations from Arabic. Since
they presumedly did not know Arabic (although there is no indication of their
being Ashkenazi), their only recourse in case of difficulty was to commentaries to
the works translated, or to other works dealing with similar subjects. Traces of these
channels of recourse can be found in the Slavic. The circumstances of the actual
work of translation as I imagine it are as follows: the Jewish translator has in front
of him a Hebrew version, or several Hebrew versions of the text to be translated,
and he dictates it to his Slavic collaborator, who puts it down in writing, occasion�
ally “correcting” it according to the scribal conventions he is accustomed to. The
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4 A separate place should be assigned to the “Psalter of Fedor,” a collection of Jewish prayers for
various occasions, camouflaged as an orthodox Psalter with 20 Kathismas and 8 odes, translated
from memory (See Zuckerman 1987) by a converted Jew sometime between 1464 and 1473. There
seems to be no connection between this translation and the heresy. The Psalms which Gennadii
was given by the repentant heretic Naum (AFED 316) and which he finds “distorted” (AFED
319) will have to be sought elsewhere.
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y s sævѣtskog mdrost]g, a ostavlœœ vsœ lyßn[œ. 14.7.2 åkøж[ r[™[
dṽdæ cr̃\. blyz hd̃\ ko vsѣmæ pryz¥vagwymæ [ho. vsѣmæ [ж[ pryz¥va[tæ
[ho po pravdѣ.
14.5.1 The seventh wisdom is Theology, which is the crowning of all seven as well as
their core in importance. 14.5.2 For through it will the human soul survive in eternity.
14.5.3 And this will admit a man of any creed, that he who is ignorant, cannot be with
the Lord. 14.5.4 And this is as if one said: I serve the prince, but who that prince is I do
not know; or: I go to church, but where that church is I do not know. 14.5.5 And these
seven wisdoms are not in accordance with any religion, but rather in accordance with
humanity. 14.5.6 And a man of any creed can embrace them. As we see that in all
creeds the jurist resembles the keeper of the treasury, whereas the thinker resembles
him who adds to it. 14.5.7 And to whichever thing one does not add according to it(s
nature), that thing perishes. 14.6.1 Said Alexander (Aphrodisiensis): The reasons for
the ignorance of truth are four. 1. Its depth for the short mind, 2. the helplessness of the
intellect, 3. striving to overpower and dominate, 4. cherishing that to which one is
accustomed. 14.6.2 And this is a greater obstacle than any other. 14.7.1 And these
accomplishments cannot come about but in combination with the Worldly Science by
shedding all mean (traits). 14.7.2 As King David said (Psalms 145:8): The Lord is
near unto all who call upon him, to all who call upon him in truth.

The passages in italics, which, as said, do not come from Maimonides’ Logic,
could be most revealing about the ideology and perspective of the person or per�
sons, assumedly Jewish, who produced the Slavic translation. The ideas expound�
ed in these passages are typical of the Jewish rationalists, disciples and followers of
Maimonides, who for three centuries had been fighting a hopeless retreating bat�
tle against fundamentalist and mysticist tendencies which were gaining ground in
mainstream Judaism, while marginalizing and delegitimizing rationalism as alien
to orthodox Jewish thought.5 Essentially, they draw upon the traditional sources of
reference, ultimately the Bible and the Talmud, skillfully using citations that had
served in the past in discussions over Wisdom and Faith (see the detailed analysis
in Taube 1997). 

It is obvious, then, that in this afterword the translator of the Logic added into
the text an ideological credo of a progressive and universalist, indeed cosmopolitan
nature, which he thought would please his audience. But who was his audience?

The Addressees of the Translations
Speculations were advanced by several Russian and Ukrainian scholars that the
translations were carried out for internal Jewish or “Synagogal” purposes (e.g.
Florovskii 1981:13). These speculations are absurd, though Luria (1995a: 218)
seems to accept them without his usual skepticism. His statement that Altbauer
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ator. We also notice the absence of any catechistic or moralizing elements, apart
from the praise of basic moral values common to all humans. These can best be seen
in the conclusion of one of the central texts of our corpus, the Logika.

The centrality of the Logika stems from the fact that, from among the texts
specifically mentioned by Gennadii as writings being in the possession of the
heretics, it is one of two treatises (the other being the Six Wings) that can be iden�
tified with a Slavic text translated from Hebrew bearing that same name.

In the Slavic version of Chapter 14 of Maimonides’ Logic we find the following
text, the main part of which, marked in the translation by italics, is unattested in
either Arabic or Hebrew:
14.2.1 A m÷drost\ s]g yspolnylæ Arystot[l\ holova vsѣmæ fyloso-
fomæ perv¥mæ y poslѣdnymæ, podl÷hæ sm¥slu mudr[covæ Yzrayl[-
v¥xæ, aж[ po plѣn[n]y n[ naßly svoyxæ knyhæ, a sp÷stylysœ na [ho
raz÷mæ yж[ rov[næ vo proro™[sk]yxæ fundam[nt[xæ. 14.2.2 zan[ж[ n[-
vozmoжno [st\ ab¥ prorokæ n[polonæ b¥læ v s[dmy m÷drost[xæ. a ov-
sѣmæ v lohycѣ ‹y væ› p÷t{n¥}xæ. A yspolnylæ [œ osm¥my knyhamy pr[-
ж[r[™[nn¥my. yж[ ona napravytæ kaжdoho v t¥xæ m÷drost[xæ. 14.2.3
a ona podobna [st\ vazѣ y mѣr[ y oslѣ zlatoy. 
14.2.1 And this Wisdom was perfected by Aristotle, chief of all Philosophers, both
ancient and recent in accord with the view of the wise men of Israel, as after the exile
they did not find their books, so they relied on his wisdom, which is equal in its foun

dations to that of the prophets. 14.2.2 For it is inconceivable that a prophet be unac

complished in the seven wisdoms, and in particular in Logic <and in> the
Mathematical sciences. And he completed it in the aforementioned eight books. For it
guides everyone in those wisdoms, 14.2.3 and it is like a weight and a measure and like
a Touchstone for Gold.

The Slavic then resumes with several verses from Chapter 14 on the division of
the sciences. But, starting with the seventh science, that of Theology, the Slavic
text once more departs from the Hebrew (the departure is marked by italics):
14.5.1 s[dmaœ m÷drost\ bжst̃v[nnaœ. ona [st\ hlava vsѣmæ s[dmymæ.
y ådro yx stato™no[. 14.5.2 zan[ж[ [g oжyv[tæ vo vѣky dß̃a ™l̃™[skaœ.
14.5.3 a to pozna[t koжdo[ vѣr¥ ™l̃kæ. yж[ жadn¥y hl÷p¥y ÷ bh˜a n[
moж[t b¥ty. 14.5.4 a to podobno kakæ b¥ nѣkto reklæ yж[ åzæ knœzg
sl÷ж÷ a knœsœ n[ vѣdag. yly xoжu v crk̃ov\. a hdѣ cr̃kov\ n[ vѣdag.
14.5.5 a s]œ s[dm\ m÷drost[y n[ podl÷hæ жadnaho zakon÷. n[ж[ly
podl÷hæ ™l̃™[stva. 14.5.6 a moж[sœ kaжd¥[ vѣr¥ ™l̃kæ koxaty v nyx.
kak^ж[ vydymæ yж[ vo vsѣxæ vѣraxæ s÷t\ proto yж[ zakonnykæ
podob[næ skarbnyk÷. a m÷dr[cæ tom÷, ™to dab¥va[t. 14.5.7 a na kator÷g
rѣ™\ n[ prykladagt podl÷hæ ono[. a taœ hyn[tæ. 14.6.1 R[™[
Al[©andræ: pryvod¥ n[znat]œ pravd¥ ™[t¥r[. a.̃ s[ hl÷byna [œ krat-
kymæ raz÷momæ .v.̃ n[porådn[g raz÷ma .h ˜. yw÷™y p[r[mohan]œ
y pan\stva .d.̃ lgbœ to v ™[mæ pryv¥kæ. 14.6.2 a to naybolßaœ zavada
nyж[ kotoraœ ynaœ. 14.7.1 a s]y yspoln[n]œ n[ moh÷tæ b¥ty, n[ж[ly
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5 For a recent survey of the final stages of this battle, culminating in sixteenth�century Poland in the
polemic between the rationalist Moses Isserles and his opponent Solomon Luria, a polemic that
ended with the victory of the anti�rationalist Luria, see D. B. Ruderman 1995, ch. 1–2.
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God<’s associate> does not see8 <just as we cannot say (that he is) blind, and this is
even more manifest in the vulgar tongue (i.e. Persian)>.
The translator into Slavic consequently twice dropped the fictitious Associate and
left God to reign alone, thus distorting the whole sense of the passage.

A second example is from the Theological section of Al�Ghazāl�’s Intentions.
Here too the issue is unity.

,����	�� ���� (3.1.2 	�) :����� ��
� 
� 	�� 
�	� ,������ �
�� 	�� ��	� �	�� (3.1.1 	�)

����� ��� (3.1.3 	�) ,
��� 	
� ��� 	
 �� ���� ��	 ��	 �	� �
�� 	�� ,��	� ����	� 	���
.
��� �
��� ���	 	�� �� ,	���� ������ 

(TA3.1.1) [dyn¥y bo po ystynѣ s[ [st\ ™ast\ toжd[stv[na yno na tr[xæ
st[p[n[xæ. (TA3.1.2) a.̃ onoж[ po ystynnѣ v n[mж[ nѣst\ mnoж[stvo ny
v sylѣ ny v dѣlѣ. (TA3.1.3) y s[ åko samost\ sotvoryt[l[va n[razdѣlyma
ny v sylѣ ny v dѣlѣ. (TA3.1.4) takoж[ ‹n[ pr]yma[t\› mnoж[stva voz-
moж[nstvomæ y pr[mѣn[n]œ y v sylѣ y v dѣlѣ, (TA3.1.5) onж[ [st\ [dynæ
po ystynѣ.
(TA3.1.1) ‘One’ in the proper sense is (that which is) part(icular and) concrete,
and this (occurs) in three degrees: (TA3.1.2) First, which is truly (one), is that in
which there is no plurality neither potentially nor actually. (TA3.1.3) And this is,
e.g. <the point and> the essence of the Creator which is not divisible, neither in
potential nor in actu. 

The Hebrew here, like the Arabic original, brings as examples of “true unity,”
divisible neither in reality nor in thought, the point and the essence of the creator.
This equation apparently seemed to the translator to be unfit for the Christian read�
er, and he consequently dropped the point from the example and left only God. 

Further corroborating evidence for the claim that the translation was intended
for a non�Jewish audience, and that the translator had a particular tendency in
mind, is the fact that in the Slavic version of Logika the translator tried to dissimu�
late the Moslem origin of Al�Ghazāl�’s Intentions by erasing any trace of Arabic. This
was done either by simple deletion, or by replacing names of places and persons,
including the name of the author, by Jewish names, so that by reading the Slavic text
alone one might have the impression of reading a Jewish work. Thus the name of Al�
Ghazāl�, which appears in the Arabic and Hebrew versions as “Abū�H. āmid,” is
Judaized in the Slavic version into ‘Aviasaf,’ while Zayd and ‘Umar, which remained
Zayd and ‘Umar in Hebrew, were converted in Slavic into Abraham and Isaac. This
deliberate dissimulation leaves no doubt about the tendentiousness of the transla�
tion. The Jewish translator desired to present to the non�Jewish readership an
attractive picture of Judaism, as a culture which combines faith with rationality,
openness and progress. This desire was so strong that he did not abstain from annex�
ing a Moslem thinker par excellence like Al�Ghazāl� to the Jewish heritage.
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has convincingly corroborated this hypothesis by citing “direct contemporary tes�
timonies” to the effect that in Lithuania “it is the habit of our coreligionists to
speak mostly Russian” is unfounded.

Indeed, Jews in all their places of dispersion acquired the local tongue and
spoke it. There is a great distance, however, between speaking and writing.
Altbauer himself (1992: 20) states: “it is highly unlikely that Jews in Belorussia in
that period generally were able to read texts not in Hebrew characters.” Our
texts – whether on Astronomy, Logic, Theology, Sex or Medicine – do not belong
to the kind of literature likely to be translated for under�educated Jewish men or
women. This type of literature was only known to, and read by, a few highly culti�
vated Jewish scholars who were ipso facto fluent in Hebrew, and consequently did
not need a translation. In short, this is not the nineteenth, but the fifteenth centu�
ry, and Slavic, any kind of Slavic, cannot be considered a Kultursprache for Jews at
this time.

Indications that the translations were intended for a non�Jewish audience
interested in Jewish writings can be derived from a detailed analysis of passages in
the translations where the Slavic is deliberately modified or censored, in order to
remove or to rectify statements which might not be fit for a Christian audience.
Thus, in the Logical section of Al�Ghazāl�’s Intentions, in the discussion of the dif�
ference between true negation (i.e. negation of the nexus) and privation (i.e. nega�
tion of the subject), the Hebrew text, following the Arabic original, explains that
one cannot assign positive attributes to a non�specific or fictitious subject, for
example “God’s Associate.” Now the notion of “God’s Associate” presents no
difficulty for a Jewish or Moslem reader, for it is immediately grasped as absurd or
fictitious, due to the deeply established notion of God’s unity in these two
monotheistic religions. It appears however, that this notion was considered by the
translator unfit for a Christian reader who might be confused by the familiar
dogma of hypostasis which taught him that one deity could actually contain three.
���� �
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Ultimately what we read in the Slavic version is:
(LA3.2.10) y nar[™̃tsœ øs÷d̃ s]y †st÷p^n¥y pon[ж̃ †st÷pyl̃ væymøm ˜ оу pry-
lohæ. <lacuna> (LA3.2.11) a mohomæ r[™y, bh̃æ n[ vydyt[l\, y pra¡d-
noslov][ n[ mоуdrost\, a n[ mohom ˜ r[™y bh̃æ n[ vydyt.̃<lacuna> 
(LA3.2.10) and this type of proposition is called digressive, for it has digressed,
being negative, into affirmation, <lacuna: the demonstration thereof is that the
negation is true when applied to the non�existent> (LA3.2.11) and we may say
God<’s associate>6 is un
sighted, and idle talk is not wisdom,7 but we cannot say
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6 So Heb. ��� 
	� ����.
7 Hebrew ‘and the void is not knowledge’. Latin omits phrase.

8 Arab and Hebrew have it the other way around: ‘we may say God’s associate does not see... but we
cannot say God’s associate is un
sighted’.
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Sobolevskii (1903): klyma s[dmaq y Russkaq (y Nemeckaa) whereas all other Hebrew
manuscripts have ������ or ������ for clima diaripheos, usually explained as referring
to the Ural Mountains. So far, I have unearthed (see Taube 1995a) five Hebrew man�
uscripts with texts of philosophical and astronomical content copied by this very
Zacharia between 1454 and 1485, two of which carry an explicit indication of their
being copied in Kiev, whereas the latest was copied in Damascus.

An almost contemporary independent testimony linking Zacharia not only to the
project of translation from Hebrew, but explicitly to the Logika, comes from a preface
to a sixteenth�century Ruthenian Psalter from the Dukhovnaia Akademiia in Kiev.
Although the text was published by Peretts in 1906, it has so far gone unnoticed and
was never brought up in the discussion about the Judaizers. Even Peretts himself, who
had written extensively on the Judaizers, nevertheless failed to notice the implications
of the excerpt he had published. It is manuscript # 117, Aa, 1287 (described by Petrov
1897: 213), where we find, on folia 415v–416, a list (cf. Peretts 1906: 63) of authors
(or translators) and the terminology they use for the different sciences. Peretts (1906:
60) describes the list as follows: “Vslѣdæ za “predysloviemæ nad psaltyræ”
ydetæ spysokæ avtorovæ y, kaжetsq, prynadleжawyxæ ymæ soçynenij,
poskol\ku ony b¥ly yzvѣstn¥ pyscu; stat\q, soderжanie y sm¥slæ
kotoroj namæ poka neqsenæ.” (“Following the “Preface to the Psalter” comes a
list of authors and, apparently, works ascribed to them, insofar as they were known to
the scribe; an item, the content and intent of which is still unclear to us.”) It is quite
surprising that not even a single scholar has noticed that the terms ascribed here to
Zacharia correspond to the ones found in the translation of the Logika. 

The terms ascribed to Zacharia correspond to the ones found in the translation
of the Logika. Thus, the list quoted by Peretts (1906:63) has:

sxar]a Ùoma hr[k\
™ysl[nnaa hramotyka a
mѣrnaa rytoryka. v

a ˜ spѣvalnaa y dyømytr]a h
ṽ n[b[snaa fylosofyk¥ d
h ‹s›vѣtskaa Ù[øloh]a [
v pryloж[naa astronom]a s
h̃ bжst̃v[naa orfohraf]a ¡

s]у knyh¥ Kyryl ˜ fylosof\ оуmѣl.̃ slovѣnom ˜ sløжyv¥y hramotу: –

a.̃ hramotykоу rytorykу v ˜
h̃ ømyra aryfmytyk\ d ˜
[ ˜ hyøm[tr]у mуsyk]у s˜
¡-̃œ astronom]у y øsm\ knyh\

loy™n¥x [vr[ysk¥m œ¡¥kom, [ж[ [s ˜ b[sѣdoу оу Lva y Ùotѣ.
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Yet this picture of Judaism which the translator wishes to present certainly
does not correspond to reality. In the fifteenth century, after three hundred years
of controversy over the rationalist heritage of Maimonides, its proponents are
fighting a rearguard battle. Jewry in Ashkenaz and in its eastern extension
(Poland�Lithuania) was being overwhelmed by tendencies of fundamentalism and
mysticism which marginalized the rationalist tradition and tried to de�legitimize
it. The tendentiousness of the translation may thus reflect internal struggles with�
in Judaism itself. 

The link between the Ruthenian translations and the Muscovite heresy
The fact that some of the texts belonging to the “Literature of the Judaizers,” such
as Sacrobosco’s Book of the Sphere, were only preserved in Ruthenian is no indi�
cator of their being excluded from the list of texts related to the Judaizers. As
pointed out by Seebohm 1977: 200, such a fact is also true for the Six Wings, which
we know to have been in the possession of the heretics. Luria (1960: 84ff.), in his
effort to dissociate the corpus of translation from the Muscovite heretical move�
ment, points out inter alia that the translations were carried out in the Grand
Duchy of Lithuania, whereas the heresy thrived in Novgorod and later in Muscovy.
This, however, is but a natural result of the fact that Muscovy did not have a Jewish
population at that time, while Lithuania did. Translators with knowledge of both
Hebrew and Slavic would thus naturally come from the Ruthenian lands. The
texts, as a matter of fact, ended up being copied in Muscovy, where copyists tried
to russify the text. One of them added glosses,9 trying to explain unfamiliar
Ruthenian forms or unfamiliar philosophical terms rendered literally, by equiva�
lent Russian terms taken from the philosophical works of John of Damascus.
Mostly, however, these guesses were wrong.

As for Slavic sources indicating such linkage, there is the 1489 letter from
Archbishop Gennadii of Novgorod to Ioasaf, ex�Archbishop of Rostov, in which
he mentions the books in the possession of the heretics, among them the Six Wings
and the Logika.

A more specific linkage is established through the person of Zacharia or Skhariia,
the learned Jew fluent in astrology and magic, named by Iosif Volotskii as the instiga�
tor of the heresy in Novgorod. The name of Zacharia, whom I, following Bruckus
(1930), identify with Zacharia Ben Aharon ha�Kohen, emerges as the copyist and
glossator of several Hebrew scientific texts, the earliest of which is a Hebrew manu�
script of the Book of the Sphere made in Kiev in 1454. This copy is the only one, to my
knowledge, where the seventh “clime,” of the northern hemisphere, is defined as
“the clime of Russia” in accordance with the Ruthenian version published by
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9 Luria (in AFED: 145) seems to be giving the impression that there were many such assiduous
readers who put glosses with equivalent terms from John Damascene’s Dialectic in the margins. It
has to be emphasized that the glosses belong to a single seventeenth�century reader, and were
copied along with the text from manuscript to manuscript. 
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Great, the purported addressee, a drawing in form of an eight�part circle which
would summarize all the good advice given in this “Mirror of Princes.” It is to be
found at the end of section 39 of the Hebrew Secretum Secretorum (Gaster 1908,
Hebrew text on page 	�� (11) and English translation on page 20): “And I will give
thee here the wisdom of Divine philosophy in the shape of a picture divided into
eight sections, and that will tell thee all the objects of the world, and all that refers
to the governance of the world, and all their degrees and qualities, and how each
degree obtains its share of right. And I have divided this circle in such a manner that
each section represents one degree, and with whichever section thou beginnest thou
wilt find all that is most precious within the circle of the wheel. And because the
thoughts stand in this world opposite to one another, one above and the other
below, have I arranged it to begin in accordance with the order of the world. And
this likeness is the most important portion of this book and the very purport of thy
request. And if in reply to thy demand I had not sent thee but this picture, it would
have sufficed thee. Therefore, study it very carefully and take heed of it, and thou
wilt find therein all that thou desirest, thou wilt obtain all thy wishes. And all that
I have taught thee at length is contained here, like in a brief summary.”

The Hebrew manuscripts have here a circle divided into eight sections with the
following poem, in eight double lines:

1. The world is a garden hedged in by sovereignty
2. Sovereignty is lordship exalted by law
3. Law is guidance governing the king
4. The king is a shepherd mustering the army
5. The army are dragons fed by money
6. Money is food gathered by the people
7. The people are servants subjected to justice
8. Justice is happiness and the establishment of the world.
The same passage, including the eight�part circle, is found also in Arabic

(Badawi 1954: 126ff). But in Slavic we have something quite different (Speranskii
1908: 141 = Bulanin 1984:556, with emphases supplied): 
a protoж[ xoçg ty napysaty dva krуhy. [dynæ svѣt̃sk]y a drоуhyy
dx̃ov^n¥y. a poç^nоу ty svѣt̃sk]y s^vѣtom, a dx̃ov^n¥y dß[̃g. a kaжd¥y †
nyx. øs^my ças^t[y. a ymy tobѣ zavѣz÷g v^sy øb¥xod¥ dos^tatyœ yx, a b¥x

ty napysal̃ tol^ko dva t¥y k^rоуhy. dos¥t\ [sy mѣlæ na tom, zan^ж[ n[voz-
moжno cr̃g yz^vѣs^ty s^vѣt\s^kaœ. n[ yz^vѣd dx̃ov^naœ. no ly b[s[dog
mdrog. a b[z toho n[ moж[t\ [m÷ ny plan[ta [ho. a v^s[ ç^to pomynano vo
k^nyz[ s[y yz^dol^ha zav[z÷[tsœ vo k^rat^c[ vo k^r÷z[x syx amyn\. (“And
therefore I wish to draw for thee two circles, one worldly and one spiritual. And I will
start for thee the worldly by ‘world’ and the spiritual by ‘soul.’ And each one of them
contains eight parts. And by means of these [circles] I will draw together for thee the
entirety of their purport. And had I drawn for thee but these two circles, thou wouldst
have had enough of it. For it is impossible for a king to understand worldly matters
without understanding the spiritual ones, except through learned conversation, and
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The list in the column ascribed to Zacharia in this sixteenth�century testimo�
ny is practically identical with the one found in the afterword to the Logika
LM14.3.1–14.5.1:
14.3.1 a p[rvaœ ot s[dmy mdrost[y ™ysl[naœ. vtoraœ mѣrylnaœ. tr[t]œ
spѣvalnaœ.10 ™[tv[rtaœ nbsñaœ 14.3.2 pœtaœ svѣtskaœ. a ta na ™[tv[ro
p[rvo[ vodyty dß̃÷ svog. ṽ.-[ dom svoy. h̃.-[ v[stysœ hd^rg v[lykom÷. d̃.-[
vodyty z[mlg y s÷d¥ [œ. 14.4.1 ß[staœ o pryroж[n]y s[ho11 svѣta. a t¥x

knyh ˜ d[sœt\. y m÷drost\ lѣkarskaœ pod n[g ж[ 14.5.1 s[dmaœ mdrost\
bжst̃v[nnaœ. ona [st\ hlava vsѣm s[dmym. y ådro yx stato™no[. 

14.3.1 The first among the seven wisdoms is Arithmetic, the second Geometry, the
third Music, the fourth Astronomy. 14.3.2 The fifth is Politics, which divides into
four: 1. self�governance (ethics), 2. household�governance (economics), 3. the
conduct of a great lord, 4. governance of a country and its rules. <lacuna>
14.4.1 The sixth is Physics (literally: the nature of this world), which has ten bran

ches, under which is also Medicine. 14.5.1 The seventh is Theology, which is the
crowning of all seven as well as the core of their purpose.

Peretts himself, although he himself wrote several papers on the Judaizers, did
not notice the significance of the passage and never commented on it. It is of the
utmost significance that this sixteenth�century testimony, which does not contain
anything defamatory or polemical, and which does not even mention any heresy
or heretics, nevertheless attributes to Zacharia (of the heresiarch named in Iosif
Volotskii’s Enlightener) the terms we find in the Logika, thus explicitly ascribing to
him the translation of the Logika and substantially corroborating the link between
the Judaizers and the translations.

The link between the Secret of Secrets and Fedor Kuritsyn’s Laodicean Epistle

Luria assigns great importance to the Laodicean Epistle (Laodikiiskoe Poslanie) as
a source for understanding the ideology advanced by the Muscovite leader of the
heretics, Fedor Kuritsyn, as this short text represents a work which he considers as
the heretics’ own work, since it carries the name of Fedor Kuritsyn, leader of the
Moscow heretics, encrypted at the end of the Epistle as its presumed “translator.”

I include the “Poem on the Soul,” the introductory part of the Laodikiiskoe
Poslanie, in the list of texts belonging to our corpus, since I interpret it, together
with Fine, Kämpfer and Maier, as a document of Jewish provenance. I further pro�
pose an interpretation linking it to one of the texts in our corpus of Ruthenian
translations from Hebrew, namely the Secret of Secrets. If we compare the Hebrew
and the Slavic texts of the Secret of Secrets, we find numerous differences. The cru�
cial one is a passage where Aristotle, the purported author, promises Alexander the
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10 P, R: vospѣvalnaœ.
11 P, R: vs[ho.
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1. D÷ßa samost\ vlastna zahrada [y vѣra
2. Vѣra nakazan][ stavyt sœ prorokom
3. Prorokæ starѣyßyna yspravlq[tsœ çgdotvoren]emæ
4. Çgdotvor[n][ daræ оуsylѣ[tæ m÷drost]g
5. Mudrost\ syla ey жyty[ farysѣysko
6. Farysѣystvo жyt[l\stvo prokæ [ho nauka
7. Nauka pr[blaж[na [g pryxodymæ væ straxæ boжyy
8. Straxæ boжyy naçalo doborodѣt[ly – sym væor÷жa[tsœ d÷ßa.
1. ‘Soul’ is a separate substance whose constraint is religion
2. ‘Religion’ is a (set of) commandments established by a prophet
3. ‘A prophet’ is a leader authenticated by doing miracles
4. ‘Miracle�doing’ is a gift strengthened by wisdom
5. ‘Wisdom’ – its power is in a temperate way of life
6. ‘A temperate way of life’ – its goal is knowledge
7. ‘Knowledge’ is most blessed – through it we attain the fear of God
8. ‘The fear of God’ is the beginning of good deeds – by it is edified the soul.

Among the texts related to the Judaizers, the “Poem on the Soul” is the only
“internal” text, to be distinguished from the texts originating with the detractors
of the heresy, Gennadii and Iosif Volotskii, to which even the skeptic Luria
(1960: 172ff) assigns great significance as source for the interpretation of the ide�
ology of the heretics. If we have indeed succeeded in establishing the provenance
of the “Poem” from the Secret of Secrets, then this validates Sobolevskii’s charac�
terization of the whole corpus of late fifteenth�century Ruthenian translations
from Hebrew as the “Literature of the Judaizers.”

A possible Jewish motivation for the translation with a possible explanation 
of its tendentiousness
It would seem, at first sight, that we could content ourselves with the assumption
that the translations were the result of an intellectual encounter between schol�
ars, pursuers of truth and wisdom. The Kievan Jew Zacharia and the Muscovite
diplomat Fedor Kuritsyn, head of the Moscow heretics, were both uncommon
figures in their respective milieus. Zacharia was a scholar interested in philoso�
phy and astronomy, while Fedor, chief diplomat to Ivan III and his protégé, was
a man who, unlike most of his contemporary countrymen, was able to meet peo�
ple from different cultures and religions, had traveled abroad and was acquaint�
ed with foreign cultures. The two may actually have met, for example, in 1482,
when Kuritsyn was on his mission from Moscow via the Crimea to Walachia and
Hungary, or on his way back in 1486–88. Such an intellectual bond might
explain why a Jew would translate for Christians philosophical and scientific lit�
erature, but it would hardly explain why he should have dissimulated their
Moslem origin and presented them as Jewish. What we are looking for, then, is a
motivation for the Jewish party to collaborate in this enterprise of translations.
Shmuel Ettinger (1961:236, fn. 39) wondered (translation mine): “Perhaps it is
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without that not even his star will help him. And everything which I describe exten�
sively in this book is summarized in concise manner in these circles. Amen.”) 

The promised two circles are missing in Slavic. The fate of the missing ‘Worldly
Circle’ beginning with Свѣтъ remains a mystery, but the ‘Spiritual Circle’ begin�
ning with душа is obviously the “Poem on the Soul” in the Laodicean Epistle. In
other words, I maintain that the allegedly ‘Muscovite’ poem attributed to Fedor
Kuritsyn was in fact originally part of the Ruthenian version of the Secret of Secrets.

The Spiritual Circle was composed and added to the Slavic translation by the
Jew who translated the Secretum from Hebrew into Slavic. It was subsequently
appropriated and used in Muscovy (see Klibanov 1960: 333–350, Luria 1960:
174ff) in intellectual and theological controversies, with particular prominence
given to its opening line about the “sovereignty of the soul” – a concept that did
not figure in the original wording of the Ruthenian text, but emerged in Muscovy
as a result of the text having been corrupted by Muscovite copyists unfamiliar with
Ruthenian. I further assume that the circles, presented as the core of Aristotle’s
wisdom in matters of governance, were excised from the TT by an early reader,
who followed the explicit advice in the TT to keep these secret treasures of politi�
cal wisdom out of reach of unworthy eyes (Speranskii 1908:138):
no vo ystyn^n÷ znam[navaxom̃ tayn¥ raz^v[r^z[n[ y p[çatlѣy prytçamy
dab¥ n[ оуpala knyha nß̃a s]œ v^ rуk÷ n[dostoyn¥xæ. da vn[hda yzv[dagt\
to, ç^to ym̃ bh̃æ n[ sоуdylæ vѣdaty. no b¥x to œ razorylæ zavѣtæ toho xtoж

mn[ to[ †kr¥l̃. a takoж tœ zap^rysœhag, y åko y m[n[ zaprysœhaly ø s]g
vѣw\. a xto оуv[davæ s]g v[w\ tayn÷g. †kr¥[t\ n[dostoyn¥mæ.
оуw[p[n\ [st\ s[ho sv[ta. y ønoho hsỹ sylam оуxovay nas̃ s[ho amyn. (“But
in truth we have hinted at the secrets scattered and sealed (in this book) by means of
allegories, lest this book of ours fall into unworthy hands. And if they were to learn
that which God has not judged them worthy of learning, I would have broken the
covenant with regard to Him who revealed this to me. I too, therefore, swear you
(into secrecy) just as I was sworn about this thing. And whoever, having learned this
secret matter, discloses it to someone unworthy, will be cut off of this world as well as
of the other, may the God of hosts guard us from him (or: from this). Amen.”)

This reader may well have been Fedor himself, who preferred to reserve the
Worldly Circle for the benefit of his master and protector Ivan III, whereas the
Spiritual Circle, which is our “Poem on the Soul” in eight parts, he preserved in
encrypted form (see for example manuscript GIM Muz. 2251, facsimile in AFED
259, where the poem is written in a basically consonantal script, with occasional
vowels put in). He also added, in numerical cipher, his own name as translator,
which he may well have been. We are now in a position to reconstruct with more
assurance the original shape of the poem, since we know that it contains eight sec�
tions, with each section starting with the word that ended the previous section, and
with each section being a definition of a term, a noun, by another noun plus exten�
sions which may either be nominal or verbal. I therefore propose the following
reconstruction:
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elytes are more important in this respect than those born Jewish, “for those who
had stood before Mount Sinai were the ones who made the Golden Calf ... and
destroyed the plants and were defiled by impurity” (��� ����� �� ���� ��� ������ ��
�	���� ������� ����� ...
���) whereas “the proselyte shed off his impure garment and
brought about the union of the Ecclesia Israel with its partner” (���� ��� ��� ���� ����
��	��� �� ��� ����). The proselytes are therefore the ones who will enable the
Restoration (�����), the “mending of the broken vessels” which will bring about the
Mystic Union necessary for the Redemption. 

The views of the leader of the Kievan community Rabbi Moses may thus point
to a theological�eschatological motive for a Jewish “Mission to the Slavs” in the
context of the eschatological fervor around the year 1492, and may supply the
missing link for connecting the Muscovite Judaizers with the Ruthenian transla�
tions from Hebrew.

Do we have sufficient evidence for linking the mystic�rationalist Rabbi Moses
with Zacharia and with the translations?
At this stage we do not have direct evidence for Kabbalistic tendencies on the part
of the Kievan Jew Zacharia. We may however assume that this learned copyist,
who lived in Kiev at the time of Rabbi Moses, and like him was interested in phi�
losophy and astronomy, was close to the dominant and charismatic figure of the
community leader Rabbi Moses (Vernadsky in fact says that Zacharia belonged to
the circle of Rabbi Moses). That Rabbi Moses was a dominant and charismatic fig�
ure of a wealthy family is evident from the fact that already at the age of 24 he had
students and followers who were copying works for him – the works preserved in
the Vienna codex – among them the work copied by Zacharia in Kiev in 1468.
Although the colophon does not specify that this particular work was copied for
Rabbi Moses, it is nevertheless found in a codex belonging to Rabbi Moses. And
although Zacharia (the earliest manuscript in his handwriting being from 1454)
must have been older than Rabbi Moses who was apparently born ca. 1449, he
must have been one of his circle. The charisma of Rabbi Moses shows even more
clearly in the fact that only a few years after his definitive exile from Kiev in 1495
and settling in Kaffa (Theodosia) in the Crimea, he became head of the commu�
nity there and introduced for the community a new canon of prayer (see Bernstein
1958), which constituted a compromise between the various components of the
Jewish community, the Romaniote, the Sephardi, the Ashkenazi, the autochtho�
nous Krimchak, and the Persian (Tat), a canon known thereafter as the Canon of
Kaffa (	�� ����). Obviously, crafting a generally accepted consensus in matters of
liturgy is one of the most difficult tasks and its achievement is a tour de force.

In order to provide more solid answers to this last question, we need to reread
the translations from Hebrew with an eye for traces of this mixture of rationalism
and Kabbalah. The first text one should start with is the Secret of Secrets, especial�
ly the passages not found in Hebrew. Is the rendering, e.g., of ������ (“Physics”)
by myrotvorenie (���	�� ����), literally ‘act of creation,’ such an indication?
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not a coincidence that Jewish “calculators of the end” too predicted the end for
the year 525 [i.e. 5525 = 1492 A.D].” 

A possible link between such motive and the internal struggle within Judaism
can be established on the basis of a recent proposal by Michael Schneider12 who is
preparing a dissertation on Rabbi Moses ben Jacob the Second, or Rabbi Moses the
Exiled, from Kiev (1449–1520). Schneider drew my attention to this important fig�
ure of Rabbi Moses, a rationalist who studied in his youth in Constantinople, in the
golden and prosperous era after 1453, when it was already under Moslem rule. Now
this same rationalist, interested in astronomy and philosophy, for whom works had
been copied by students and followers,13 was also a fervent mystic. He was the
author of a Kabbalistic work, Šošan Sodot (“The Rose of Secrets”), in which he was
the first to quote, as noted already by Zinberg in 1931,14 from two Kabbalistic works
written in Constantinople in the fourteenth century, the Sefer hapli’a (“The Book
of Marvel”), and Sefer haqaneh (“The Book of the Staff”). The extensive quota�
tions include passages predicting the coming of the Messiah – the “Redemption”
for the year 1490, according to a Kabbalistic exegesis of Job 38: 7 (���
	 ��� 
� ������
���� ����� �� ����) – “When the morning stars sang together and all the sons of God
shouted for joy”. The numerical value of the first word, ��� ‘beron’, is 250, i.e. 5250
from creation according to the Jewish calculus, = 1490 A.D if one does not count
the initial preposition be�, or 252 (=1492), if one does count it. Rabbi Moses also
quotes passages from these works where it is said that Jesus (��	� ���	, ‘that man’)
knew this prediction, and that he announced for that date the end of the world –
Doomsday – whereas in fact he meant the demise of the Nations and their subju�
gation to Israel, but was afraid to say so.15 In this context Rabbi Moses quotes
another passage from the Book of Marvel, where it is said that the proselytes are of
a higher value for the process of Redemption than those born Jewish, “for the pros�
elyte shed off his garment of impurity and donned a skin of purity” whereas the
Jews, who were present at Mount Sinai, made the golden calf and thus “shed off the
garment of God’s law and donned a skin of impurity.” Schneider points out that
here Rabbi Moses adds an explanation of his own, Kabbalistic in nature, about the
importance of the proselytes for the process of Redemption, namely that the pros�
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12 Unpublished paper “The Movement of the Judaizers and Kabbalistic Eschatology” presented in
Jerusalem in 1999.

13 See Vienna manuscript # 183 described in Schwarz 1925: 204ff. containing inter alia the Hebrew
version of Al�Farghān�’s astronomical work copied for him in Kiev by Zacharia ben Aharon in
1468.

14 See Zinberg 1929–37, vol. 3, 344 fn.1.
����� 
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 	�� �� �
���
(Then [i.e. when 5250 years will have eloped] will come the Messiah. This is (the meaning of)
���
	 ��� 
� ������ ���� ����� ��� ����. And that man (Jesus) called the subjugation of the Nations by
Israel the Destruction of the World for he was afraid to pronounce their demise, lest they perse�
cute him.)
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Or perhaps the rendering of ���, ‘nature, character,’ in an astrological context,
referring to the predetermined destiny of a man, written in his star, rendered by the
Kabbalistic term yskra, ‘spark,’ alongside with planyta, ‘planet,’ and pry-
roж[n][, ‘nature, character,’ is such an indication.

In conclusion, the delicate construct of assumptions, hypotheses and specula�
tions presented here is based nevertheless on quite a quantity of facts, which, taken
together, allow us to posit that the translations made from Hebrew by Jews who dic�
tated them orally to Christians were intended for non�Jewish readers with an inter�
est in (and probably sympathy for) Judaism and rationalism. I see in the “Novgorod�
Moscow heretics” very likely (and in fact the only tangible) candidates for this kind
of readership. There remains, however, much work to be done before we can confi�
dently affirm (or perhaps deny) that the corpus of translations known as the
“Literature of the Judaizers” was indeed meant by the Jewish translators to attract to
the light of wisdom Christians thirsty for knowledge, in order to convert them
to Judaism for mystical motives carefully hidden from their unsuspecting audience.
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